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Overwhelmed Till The Yearning #3 
2016

Performance and installation

In my drawing-performances the creative 
act is interconnected with its documen-
tation: each of my drawing is the intimate 
and non-mechanic record of an inner state, 
which I can describe as similar to medita-
tion; but at the same time the act of drawing 
is the pre-condition to reach this very spe-
cific state.  There is a circularity, or better 
a non-linearity in place: the drawing is the 
visible report from an invisible process and, 
paradoxically, the invisible process it’s the 
source of the drawing. 

The act of drawing is for me, paradoxically 
a documentation in itself, not only brought 
to life for the audience which might come 
across to it in the future, but a documenta-
tion able to manifest and ‘translate’ into the 
visible an invisible process while happening.

The outcome of my drawing-performances, 
public or private, is unpredictable, and is 
somehow transcending my intentions. The 
organic-like trace of my work is an original 
form: is mediated by my body, but is also 
independent from me, in certain extent. For 
example, I can only see its features at the 
end of each session, when I start building a 
relation with
  
This was a five hour live drawing performan-
ce on a fourty-five meters square of paper 
installed on the floor of the internal hall of 
the ‘Ex Ospedale dei Bastardini’ in Bologna, 
to host my gesture for the first time propo-
sed public. A drawing, on different shades 
of blue, conceived bringing together the di-
mensionality of the space with mine. 



Black ballpoint pen on paper
2013  - ongoing

Drawings ballpoint pen on paper, 45 x 45 cm 
each

Over the last years I created a series of drawings 
in the same way I created a series of actions in 
my previous works, in which the element of repe-
tition was always present. 

Repetition is also my way to relate to automa-
tic writing or automatism. In my practice I use 
it rigorously and extensively for several hours or 
even days on the same drawing tracing forms 
composed of segni minimi, or minimal abstract 
gestural mantra units to reach a point of deep 
dissociation from conscious thought.

I am focused on the investigation of drawing wi-
thout a drawing, in the sense of ‘representative’ 
initial project, not predetermined and in a state 
of absent will. 

The media I used allowed me to finely overcome 
the problem of representation leaving my hand 
fluidly ‘writing’ and transcending the idea of pre-
ordered plan which is the meaning of drawing or 
designing.

detail of Black ballpoint pen on paper#8, 2013 (ballpoint per on paper, 45 x 45 cm)



I dreamt of a Posidonia prairie
2017

Collective drawing intervention and performan-
ce from 12th to 30th June 2017, via del Guasto, 
Bologna

I was invited to produce a solo show on a con-
tainer, placed into a transit/neglected area of 
Bologna, that was turned into a temporary art 
venue. I imagined this container, a true symbol 
of our times of global goods-mobility, colonized 
by Posidonia seaweed, as if it was sinked in the 
ocean. 

I activated a collective performance, inviting 
passengers to trace automatic-drawings with 
me, gradually “infesting” the external surface of 
the container. In this case the drawing was the 
translation into the realm of the visible of the re-
lational core of my intervention: being together, 
imagining and enacting together a non human 
force. 

I think the word translation can hold together 
this complexity: each translation is a record/
documentation which implies a substantial tran-
sformation of the original form. 



Homage to an agave’s inflorescence, 
in abandoned rural settlement
2017

Site specific drawings with found materials, 
Apulia, Serranova (Brindisi)

The axis that connects the rural neighbou-
rhood of my residency in Serranova, Brindisi 
(Residenza Petrolio) to the sea, a rural road 
scattered of abandoned farms, became the 
guideline of ’terraquea’ research. The investi-
gation configured as an impossible research 
of a variable and fleeing genius loci: also who 
disembarked from the sea, temporarily inha-
biting the former farms, left traces. Albanian 
wall writings tell of this presences in transit: 
2.10.1993, Serenova [Serranova]. Today these 
buildings, no longer under human care, are 
colonised by innumerable animal and vegetal 
living forms. My drawings, slightly percepti-
ble presences realised with in situ found ma-
terials, are the last ‘guests’ of these places, 
neglected and at the same time generative.



Pastels on Paper, Oil on Needle
2014 - ongoing

Sgraffito on oil pastels on paper in various 
dimensions

In this new serie I adopted a special techni-
que to I increase a sort of fragmentation on 
my agency. This technique implies the use 
of color and at least three phases: in the be-
ginning the paper gets saturated with colors, 
without any formal aesthetic parameter. Ge-
nerally I work on many pieces at the same 
time: the result are heterogeneous chromatic 
compositions, often in many colors. The next 
stage denies this first act, covering the entire 
surface with one color to totally conceal it - 
usually with a black. Once the ground is rea-
dy I can start again ‘discovering’ the drawing 
during its process revealing color in a state 
of absent will. 



Pastels on Paper, Oil on Needle, 2016  Private Collection (From left to right: 8.5 x 10,6 cm, 12,8 x 17 cm, 17 x 17 cm)

Pastels on Paper, Oil on Needle, 2016  Akademie Schloss Solitude, Stuttgart, DE  (Clockwise from top left cm 59,4 x 59,4; 59,4 x 59,4; 59,4 x 84,1)

Pastels on Paper, Oil on Needle, 2016  Akademie Schloss Solitude, Stuttgart, DE (various dimensions)

Pastels on Paper, Oil on Needle, 2017 Installation View at L’Entrepôt Daniel Boeri Gallery, Monaco, MC.
(From top left clockwise: 23,6 x 17,4cm, 29.7 x 42 cm, 24,9 x 29,6 cm, 29.7 x 42 cm)



Overwhelmed Till the Yearning #2 (London)
2013

Photographs serie

1056 images first installed as printing from digital negati-
ve, 10 x 15 cm each

Recalling the key terms used for Black ballpoint pen on 
paper the photographs Overwhelmed till the Yearning # 2 
are close to natural world unequivocally. This world is not 
looked as a model or subject, but as a place to get lost. 
Each shot it does not allow an overview of the landscape 
or vegetation to which approaches but rather invades and 
is invaded by its lines, from its light and its colors.

The modus operandi activated for this photographic seri-
es (which includes a number of hundreds and hundreds of 
images) is similar in some respects to that adopted in the 
drawings, because the image is always found at the rear 
and never predetermined initially. For this series I make use 
of repetitive acts that are structured by a deliberate use 
of digital advanced equipment. What the camera allows in 
this case, is the shooting of a potentially infinite number of 
images, that possibly triggers a bulimic attitude towards 
the images themselves.



Studies on rubble and growth 
2018 - ongoing

Installation and ongoing research project with artist 
and anthropologist Leone Contini, during the ongoing 
residency at Akademie Schloss Solitude 2018/2019, 
Stuttgart, DE

Oil pastels on paper (each 12,4 x 12,3 cm), found brick 
with musk, baobab, found polychrome ceramic frag-
ments and melted glass



Out of Rubble, Monte Scherbelino, Stuttgart
2018 - ongoing

Ongoing research; 173 digital photographs on tablet within found mate-
rials on European artificial hills made in collaboration with Leone Contini

Installation view detail during event The Future of Europe, Nordlabor, Schauspiel Stuttgart, Stuttgart, DE

Out of Rubble is an homage to the healing forces of Nature: within the 
paradoxical frame of an artificial and dystopian eco-system, but from the 
non-human perspective of the very little, where the undergrowth is daily 
processing, assimilating, dispersing, breaking down and digesting the 
toxicity of our heritage. Monte Scherbellingo: an artificial hill in Stuttgart, 
builded with the rubble of the bombardments of the city during WW2. 

The progect/research is still ongoing and so its installation.
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